Yorkshire’s thankful
villages
To mark the centenary
of the start of the First
World War, Steve Roberts
spotlights the few lucky
communities who lost no
men in this most bloody of
conflicts
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rmistice Day and Remembrance Sunday are important dates on the
calendar in my household. My wife’s late father fought throughout
the Second World War and saw action at Tobruk and El Alamein, so
remembering has an added poignancy for us.
But if anything British losses in the First World War were even
greater. Virtually every place in the UK suffered losses in that conflict, so their war
memorials naturally become the focus of remembrance every November. What of the
small number of villages that have no memorial though?
The term ‘Thankful Village’ dates back to the 1930s, when it was coined by
journalist and writer Arthur Mee to describe a community that lost no men in the
Great War.
‘Of the estimated 16,000 villages in England Mee identified 24 that could be called
Thankful and guessed that there might be 32. In fact, recent research has identified
52 parishes throughout England and Wales from which all soldiers returned’. (1)
There are no Thankful (or Blessed) villages in Scotland or Northern Ireland.
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There are only 14 ‘Doubly Thankful’
villages in England and Wales, having
had all members of the armed services
also survive the Second World War.
Yorkshire has five thankful villages
(Cundall, Helperthorpe, Norton-leClay, Scruton and Catwick), the latter
being its only doubly thankful village.
Cundall, near Harrogate, has no
memorial to its dozen fortunate soldiers.
There is, however, a Mrs Yates buried
in the village, an inscription on her
grave also mentioning her son, Sgt
Thomas Yates MM (Military Medal), a
man of Middlesex, yet Royal Warwick
Regiment, killed in action, July 1916.
Sgt Yates has no known grave, hence his
commemoration on a parent’s grave.
Above left: The parish church of St Peter’s,
Helperthorpe (Photo: Nigel Coates)
Above right: Norton-le-Clay – view of the
village (Photo: Gordon Hatton)
Right: Plaque on Ripon House (Photo:
Gordon Hatton)
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Top: Scruton’s main street, including the
Coore Arms Above: Engraved board in St
Radegund’s Church Opposite: St Michael’s,
Catwick (Photo: David Wright)

Helperthorpe, in the Ryedale area, has
no war memorial, but does have a roll of
honour in the church (St Peter’s), which
names 18 men who returned. Unusually
it also indicates which of them were
gassed, wounded or captured. There
are two men by the name of Hesp,
Whitehead, Seller and Cooper, quite
possibly pairs of brothers, or perhaps
cousins. Some people suggested that
thankful villages were lucky because
their menfolk didn’t serve on the front
line; Helperthorpe’s roll of honour
shows this was not the case.
There is also no war memorial, as
such, in Norton-le-Clay, near Ripon.
However, there is an unusual plaque
on the wall of a small cottage, Ripon
House. This lists 16 men who came
back from the First World War, but
also mentions a Belgian lady, a refugee,
who lived and died in the house, being
buried in nearby Cundall. What strikes
you about the 16 is that there were five
men with the surname Lancaster, three
Wilson and two Pearson.

There is often some controversy
surrounding the status of thankful
villages, an example being Scruton,
near Northallerton, which actually
lost three soldiers born in the village,
however, all were living elsewhere at
the time of their enlistment and death
and, by definition, Scruton is therefore
a thankful village. 66641 Pte EH
Corps, Northumberland Fusiliers, for
example, had moved to Aske, in the
parish of Easby, near Richmond, prior
to enlistment and is named on Easby’s
war memorial.
Scruton had no memorial of any kind
until 2005, when an engraved board
was installed in St Radegund’s Church
commemorating the village’s status as
a thankful village. It also remembers
two men, John Hoare and William
Wyndham, who lost their lives in the
second world conflict.
Catwick, near Beverley, Yorkshire’s
only doubly thankful village, sent
30 men to fight in the Great War, all
returning home safely, although Joseph
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Yorkshire has five ‘thankful villages’ and one ‘doubly thankful’ one
where all its residents also survived the Second World War
Grantham, who served in the East
Yorkshire Regiment, did lose an arm.
One soldier born in the village did lose
his life, but as with Scruton, he was
resident elsewhere at the time of the
conflict. Another 30 men repeated the
feat in the Second World War. The
population of Catwick (1911 Census)
was just 213 in 48 households, with
102 males of all ages. It was absolutely
remarkable that so many men from
this tiny community fought for King
and country in two world wars and
even more remarkable that they defied
convention and returned home to tell
the story.
There is no roll of honour or war
memorial, as such, to commemorate
these men, however, there was an
unusual horseshoe outside what was
formerly the village blacksmith’s.
John Hugill fixed the lucky charm to
his wooden door post, nailing a coin
around the shoe for every villager going
to the Great War (mostly pennies and
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halfpennies). Ironically there is also one
German coin. Coins were also added for
the 30 men who went to war a generation
later. The horseshoe and coins have
now been removed and mounted on a
plaque, which is in the possession of the
blacksmith’s grandson.
Over nine days in late July, early
August 2013, Medwyn Parry and
Dougie Bancroft rode Triumph Trophy
motorbikes for 2,500 miles, in order to
visit all of the UK’s thankful villages,
raising money for the Royal British
Legion as they went. On Friday 2nd
August, the bikers arrived in Catwick
from Lincs, moving on through the
county’s other thankful villages,
before heading for Scruton on the 3rd
and then leaving the county, in the
direction of Northumberland. A slate
plaque was presented to each village to
commemorate the part it played in the
Great War.
One thing of which I am certain.
At a time when the need to remember

seems to get stronger every year, the
communities of Cundall, Helperthorpe,
Norton-le-Clay, Scruton and Catwick
will be as involved in the act of
remembrance as any other place, war
memorial or not.
‘Sons of this place, in future be it said
That you are worthy of th’heroic dead
They fought, they bled, that we who live
may reap
A richer harvest, ere we fall asleep.’ (2)
• Notes:
1) – Hope and Glory (Stuart Maconie, 2011), p62
2) – Words taken from the Helperthorpe roll of
honour
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